Design and experiment of centralized pneumatic deep precision fertilization device for rice transplanter
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Abstract: To improve the precision of deep fertilization of paddy fields, a six-row centralized pneumatic deep precision fertilization device for a rice transplanter was designed. This device included a spiral fertilizer distribution system, centralized pneumatic fertilizer delivery system, an opener system, and a fertilization control system. The centralized airflow distribution method was used in the fertilizer delivery system to ensure that the airflow in each fertilizer pipe was evenly distributed. The rotational speeds of the power take-off (PTO) and fertilizer shaft were measured synchronously using photoelectric sensors and matched proportionately in real-time using PID closed-loop control algorithms to achieve precise fertilization rates at each working speed of the rice transplanter. There were two key considerations in the design of the control system to ensure precise fertilization. Firstly, a photoelectric sensor was used to measure the speed of the PTO; the high rotational speed of the PTO could provide a high signal frequency and improve the precision of the measurement of the transplanter’s working speed. Secondly, the fertilizer shaft speed measurement subprogram was set to sleep for a short period to reduce the vibration caused by the engine. During the tests of pneumatic fertilizer delivery system, single-factor tests on airflow distribution methods were conducted. The results showed that the coefficient of variation of the airflow speed for the centralized airflow distribution method was 1.67%, which was the least among the coefficients of the three distribution methods. In the bench tests, the rotational speeds of the fertilizer shaft were set at 10 r/min, 20 r/min, 30 r/min, and 40 r/min. The maximum coefficient of variation of the fertilization consistency in different rows was 1.49% at the rotational speed of 20 r/min. The maximum coefficient of variation of the fertilization stability was 2.86% at the rotational speed of 40 r/min, while the average fertilizer amount per lap for each distributor was 26.25 g/r. The results of the dynamic fertilization tests showed that the maximum relative error of the fertilizer distribution amount was 2.00% when the target fertilizer rates were 20, 30, and 40 kg/667 m². The results of the field tests showed that the average relative error of the fertilization amount was 3.53%, which satisfies the design standard. This research provides a reference for optimizing pneumatic fertilizer delivery systems and improving fertilization control systems and other pneumatic precision fertilizer application devices.
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1 Introduction

Fertilization can significantly increase rice yield. Currently, rice production in China is still employing artificial spraying, which leads to fertilizer waste, low fertilizer utilization rate, different crop growth, and environmental pollution[1-2]. However, deep precision distribution of fertilizer can effectively solve these problems[3-5].

Deep precision fertilization for dry land has been widely studied and used in China. Jin et al.[6] designed a 2BFJ-24 wheat seeder and fertilizer sowing machine, which could realize variable sowing and deep fertilization based on GPS and prescription maps. Wang et al.[7] designed a universal precision seeder, which could apply fertilizer to the vertical and side deep positions of seeds. Zeng et al.[8] designed a precision rice hill-drill drilling machine for dry land with synchronous fertilizing technique to carry out side deep fertilization with rice hill-drill drilling. Zhai et al.[9] designed a pneumatic precision drilling planter for rice budded seeds, which could apply fertilizer vertically under seeds. All the aforementioned studies focused on dry land, mainly using the weights of the fertilizers for transport. However, the strong fluidity of paddy soil makes fertilizer ditches difficult to form. Further, ditch openers can be easily blocked by mud, making the application of fertilizer to designated depth by gravity only challenging. Thus, the abovementioned studies and equipment cannot be used in paddy fields directly.

Thus, enterprises and institutes in China and other Asian countries carried out some researches on paddy field precision fertilization. Qi et al.[10] developed key parts of paddy field pneumatic variable-rate fertilizer machine, such as fertilization wheel, mixing joint of air and fertilizer, and airflow divider box, to improve the consistency of fertilization and reduce air loss. Wang
et al.\cite{11} designed an electrical drive side deep fertilization system for rice direct-seeding machine to apply fertilizer synchronously with seeding. Chen et al.\cite{12} designed a synchronous side deep fertilizing with rice hill-drop drilling 2BDF-3.0 machinery, which could perform ditching, ridging, seeding, deep fertilizing, and soil covering. Wang et al.\cite{13} designed a side deep fertilization device with adjustable blades for paddy field, which could regulate the fertilizer amount by rotating the blades to adjust the diameter of the fertilizer outlet. Wang et al.\cite{14} also researched key parts of side deep fertilization device, such as moto-driven external groove fertilizer wheel and pneumatic fertilizer transporter system. Zuo et al.\cite{15} designed a side deep precision fertilization device, which used GPS to measure the forward speed and adjusted the amount of fertilizer based on the real-time forward speed. However, the machine was set to a certain forward speed in the field tests, hence, the performance of the variable rate fertilization under variable forward speed conditions was not verified. Chen et al.\cite{16} designed a screw auger-type side deep fertilization device for rice transplanter, which has a complex structure and could only be used for low speed. In addition, non-Chinese companies, such as Kubota\cite{17}, ISEKI\cite{18}, and Yanmar\cite{19} as well as Chinese companies, such as Longzhou\cite{20} and Yongxiang\cite{21}, have shown interest in side deep fertilization for rice transplanter and designed a variety of side deep fertilization devices.

Pneumatic conveying method can enhance fertilizer conveying performance and solve problems in paddy field deep fertilization, such as long fertilizer pipe, bending pipeline, poor fertilizer conveying performance, poor consistency, and low precision. Currently, the most widely used structure of air-blast system involves placing a fan at the end of main air duct\cite{14, 15, 17-19}, however, this system has some associated problems, such as inconsistent wind power at each branch and low conveying efficiency.

There are two types of fertilization control method in paddy field: mechanical transmission, which uses ground wheel or PTO (power take-off) to drive fertilizer distributors through mechanical transmission system; and electro-mechanical, which uses GPS\cite{15, 22, 23}, radar\cite{24} and Hall sensor\cite{25} to measure forward speed and adjust fertilizer amount based on the forward speed. Mechanical transmission systems have a complex transmission structure and are difficult to install. GPS entails considerable expenses and high hysteresis. Furthermore, it is challenging to find a reliable reference for radar speed measurement, and Hall sensors have low signal frequency.

In view of the aforementioned problems, a six-row centralized pneumatic deep precision fertilization device was designed in this study; this device consists of a spiral fertilizer distribution system, centralized pneumatic fertilizer transporting system, opener system, and fertilization control system. The centralized pneumatic method was adopted to ensure consistent airflow in each fertilizer pipe. Photoelectric sensors were used to measure rotational speed of PTO and fertilizer shaft. Two speeds were matched proportionately in real-time using PID closed-loop control algorithms to achieve precise fertilization at each working speed of the rice transplanter.

2 Deep precision fertilizer distribution device with rice transplanter

2.1 General structure

The centralized pneumatic deep precision fertilization device was designed based on the Yanmar VP6D high-speed rice transplanter. Its general structure is shown in Figure 1, and its main design parameters are shown in Table 1.

![Deep precision fertilizer distribution device with rice transplanter](image)

**Table 1 Main design parameters of the deep precision fertilization distribution for rice transplanter**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Machine size/mm</td>
<td>3295x2595x2330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working width/mm</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Row spacing of transplanting/mm</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of working rows</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driving speed/m·s⁻¹</td>
<td>0-1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power of driving motor/W</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conveying velocity/m·s⁻¹</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planting depth/mm</td>
<td>15-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fertilization depth/mm</td>
<td>0-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance between fertilizer and seedling/mm</td>
<td>0-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fertilization speed/kg·min⁻¹</td>
<td>0-10.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fertilization pattern</td>
<td>Strip fertilization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total capacity of fertilizer tanks/kg</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Operational principle

The centralized pneumatic deep precision fertilization device was composed of four parts: spiral fertilizer distribution system, pneumatic fertilizer transporting system, furrow opener system, and fertilization control system. Its working principle was to synchronously measure the rotational speeds of PTO and fertilizer shaft, feedback the rotational speed error to fertilizer control system, and adjust the rotational speed of the fertilizer shaft in real time to achieve precise fertilization. The control principle is shown in Figure 2.

When the device was running, the fertilizer amount per lap of the distributor should be measured. The fertilizer amount per lap, target fertilizer discharging amount per unit area, and plant spacing were first keyed into the control system. The photoelectric sensor on the PTO obtained real-time speed while the controller used the speed of the PTO and the plant spacing to compute the forward speed of the transplanter. Then, the controller calculated the required speed of the fertilizer shaft in fertilizer amount per lap and the target fertilizer discharging amount per unit area. The PWM duty ratio was adjusted using the PID closed-loop algorithms and sent to the motor driver to regulate the real-time motor speed and control the fertilizer discharging rate. The discharged fertilizer
was transported to the fertilizer ditch under the action of the high-speed airflow generated by the centrifugal fan and gravity. Finally, the slurry in the paddy field would flow to the fertilizer ditch and cover the fertilizer in the deep of the paddy filed.

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4** Structure of the spiral fertilizer distributor

3 Spiral fertilizer distribution system

3.1 General structure

The spiral fertilizer distribution system included spiral fertilizer distributors, fertilizer box, driving motor, and fertilizer distributor bracket. Six rows of spiral fertilizer distributors and one driving motor were installed on the chassis of the transplanter behind the seat through the bracket. Power between the fertilizer shaft and motor was transmitted through a coupling sleeve. The structure of the system is shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3** Structure of the fertilizer distribution system

3.2 Design of fertilizer dispenser

The spiral fertilizer distributor was an important part of the fertilizer distribution system. It mainly consisted of a pyramidal feeding inlet, fertilizer transporting spiral, spiral sleeve, and outlet. Its structure is shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4** Structure of the spiral fertilizer distributor

Generally, the machine performed transplantation and fertilization only when driving in a straight line. Thus, the applied fertilizer amount, worked area, forward speed of transplanter, fertilizer amount per lap, and rotational speed of fertilizer shaft had to meet the following relationship:

\[ M = \frac{Aq}{10000Bv} \]  

(1)

where, \( M \) is the applied fertilizer amount, kg; \( A \) is the working area, \( m^2 \); \( n \) is the rotating speed of fertilizer shaft, \( r/min \); \( q \) is the fertilizer amount per lap of one distributor, \( g/r \); \( B \) is the working width of the transplanter, 1.8 m; and \( v \) is the forward speed of the transplanter, m/s.

When the forward speed was 1.6 m/s, the target fertilization amount was 40 kg/667 m² and the speed of the fertilizer shaft was 60 r/min. Based on Equation (1), the fertilizer amount per lap of one distributor was 28.7 g/r.

Existing data shows that fertilizer amount per lap of the spiral fertilizer distributor can be calculated using Equation (2).

\[ q = \frac{\pi(D^2 - d^2)tH - 2bHL\phi}{2} \]  

(2)

where, \( q \) is the fertilizer amount per lap of the spiral fertilizer distributor, \( g/r \); \( D \) is the outer diameter of the screw, mm; \( d \) is the inner diameter of the screw, mm; \( t \) is the pitch of the screw, mm; \( Z \) is the thread number; \( B \) is the average thickness of the screw teeth, mm; \( H \) is the depth of the screw thread, \( H = (D - d)/2 \), mm; \( L \) is the average length of the screw thread, mm; \( \rho \) is the fertilizer density, \( g/cm^3 \); and \( \phi \) is the filling coefficient of the spiral fertilizer distributor.

From the literature, the density of a compound fertilizer is 1.861 g/cm³ and the filling coefficient of a granular material is 0.40. When \( D = 45 \) mm, \( t = 30 \) mm, \( b = 2 \) mm, and \( d = 17 \) mm, the theoretical fertilizer amount per lap was \( q = 28.32 \) g/r.

4 Pneumatic fertilizer transporting system

4.1 General structure

The pneumatic fertilizer transporting system determined whether the fertilizer could be smoothly transported to the fertilizer ditch. The structure employed in this research is shown in Figure 5.
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**Figure 5** Structure of the pneumatic fertilizer transporting system

4.2 Air flow path optimization

In the existing research on pneumatic fertilizer transporting, the method of placing fan one end of main air duct is mostly adopted, as shown in Figure 6a. To optimize the structure and working parameters of the pneumatic fertilizer transporting system, single-factor tests for the different airflow distribution methods (placing a fan at the end of the main air duct, placing a fan in the middle of the main air duct, and centralized airflow distribution)
were carried out as shown in Figure 6. In addition, single-factor tests on the distance between openers and ground, which represented the curvature of fertilizer pipes, were carried out. The distances employed in the tests were set at 0, 300, and 600 mm.

In the test, the fertilizer pipes used were PVC wire reinforced rubber hoses with 32 mm inner diameter. The fan was a 150FLJ7-type centrifugal fan with rated voltage of 220 V, rated power of 330 W, air volume of 660 m³/h, and static pressure of 450 Pa. To measure the air speed of each branch at the end of airflow path, a E0-20KPA model Pitot tube anemometer with the scale interval of 0.01m/s was used in the test. When testing air speed of one branch at the end of its airflow path, the head of anemometer detector should be put in the center of opener inlet to obtain air speeds of different position. Then average air speed in different row would be calculated, which would be considered as the air speed of the branch. The results of the tests are shown in Figure 7.

![Figure 6 Structures for the three different airflow distribution methods](image)

![Figure 7 Influence of the different factors on airflow velocity at each opener](image)

The distance between openers and ground employed in the tests on airflow distribution method was set at 300 mm. The variation coefficients of the airflow speed were 12.84% (Figure 6a), 9.49% (Figure 6b), and 1.67% (Figure 6c). Among the three methods, the centralized air distribution scheme had the best consistency of airflow speed at each branch. The airflow speed at each branch showed large difference when the fan was placed at the end or the middle of the main duct.

The tests on the factor of height between openers and the ground employed centralized air distribution. The results showed that there were differences in airflow speed, but the differences were not significant. When the distance between the opener and ground was 600 mm, the difference of airflow speed at each branch was the greatest. At this condition, the range of airflow speed was 0.89 m/s and the coefficient of variation of airflow speed consistency was 1.76%. This indicates that the effect of the curvature of the fertilizer pipe on the consistency and average of the airflow speed at each branch was not obvious.

5 Furrow opener system

The structure of the ditcher system, including the opener fixing bracket and furrow opener, is shown in Figure 8. The bracket was installed on the cross beam of the planting device. The fertilization depth and the horizontal row distance between fertilizer and seedling could be adjusted by adjusting the bracket. The opener was mainly composed of the fertilizer inlet, fertilizer outlet, and opener body. The opener body was designed as a boat type, which could effectively break the soil in paddy field with a small resistance. In addition, straw and weeds in the paddy field could slide into the bottom and the bank of the fertilizer ditch along the outer surface of the opener body. During operation, the fertilizer enters through the inlet with the airflow. The airflow creates a pressure in the cavity of the openers, which prevents the slurry and water from going back into the pipe. This ensures that the fertilizer falls into the ditch smoothly.

![Figure 8 Structure of the opener system](image)

6 Control system

6.1 Hardware selection and design

The hardware of the control system was mainly composed of the power supply module, signal acquisition module, main control module, DC motor drive module, and human-computer interaction module. The power module included 12 V battery for the motor drive module and 5 V USB DC power supply for the main control module. The signal acquisition module used a photoelectric sensor based on the H2010 opto-interrupter and LM393 dual voltage comparator, to measure the speed of the PTO and fertilizer shaft. The main control module used a Raspberry Pi 3B based on the Linux system. The motor drive module used an AQMD3615NS DC motor driving board based on the L298
logic circuit. Human-computer interaction was achieved through handheld devices, such as notebooks or mobile phones with WIFI and remote desktop software. The hardware configuration is shown in Table 2 and the circuit diagram is shown in Figure 9.

To reduce fertilization error caused by insufficient precision of the forward speed measurement, this research used high-precision photoelectric sensor to detect high-frequency dark signals generated by circular grating disk installed on the PTO.

### Table 2  Hardware of the fertilization control system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Model/main features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main control chip</td>
<td>Raspberry Pi 3B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power supply for chip</td>
<td>USB on 5 V 2.1 A Power Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photoelectric switch</td>
<td>H2010 opto-interrupter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level signal converter</td>
<td>LM393 dual voltage comparator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC motor driver</td>
<td>AQMD3615NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display</td>
<td>Via laptop or handheld devices with WIFI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 Software design

The control system software was designed in Python language environment. The schematic of the fertilization control system and main program flowchart are shown in Figures 10 and 11, respectively.

![Figure 9  Circuit diagram of the fertilization control system](image9.png)

![Figure 10  Schematic of the fertilization control system](image10.png)

![Figure 11  Flowchart of the main program](image11.png)
The speed of the fertilizer discharger shaft was regulated using a PID closed-loop algorithm. Users can input parameters, such as plant spacing $D$, fertilizer amount per lap $q_i$, and target fertilizer distribution amount per unit area $Q$ using a keyboard. Raspberry Pi 3B obtained PTO speed $n_{p0}$ through the photoelectric sensor I. The main program calculated the required speed of the fertilizer shaft $n_k$ using the aforementioned parameters and compared the calculated value with the actual speed $n_k$ measured by the photoelectric sensor II installed on fertilizer shaft. The speed difference $e = n_k - n_k$ was output to the PID algorithm. After running the PID algorithm, the PWM duty cycle was adjusted and sent to the motor driving board to control the speed of the DC motor accurately. The DC motor drove the fertilizer shaft and run with it to precisely control the fertilizer distribution rate.

During program debugging, it was found that the mechanical parts vibrated when the engine was started. This caused the photoelectric sensor on the fertilizer shaft occasionally detected abnormal high-frequency single pulse, which resulted in error when the speed of the fertilizer shaft was low causing the fertilizer shaft to run unsteadily or stop running. Thus, the sleeping vibration elimination method was used in the design of the fertilizer shaft speed measurement subprogram. When reading the rising edge, the falling edge should be read after a specific time $T/2$ sleep (where $T$ is the signal period when there is no vibration interference) to reduce speed measurement error of the fertilizer shaft caused by mechanical vibration. The principle of sleeping vibration elimination is shown in Figure 12. After the program was set to sleep, the waveform changed, but the count remained constant or was changed slightly. The flowchart of the fertilizer shaft speed measurement subprogram is shown in Figure 13.

7 Performance tests and results analysis

7.1 Bench tests of the fertilization system

From March 20 to 24, 2019, bench tests were conducted at the Electromechanical Engineering Training Center of Huazhong Agricultural University to test the consistency of fertilization amount in different rows, the fertilization stability, and explore the effect of rotational speed of fertilizer shaft on fertilizer amount per lap in each distributor. During the test, sufficient amounts of fertilizer (Stanley compound fertilizer with bulk density of 0.872 g/cm³ and moisture content of 6.5%) were poured into six fertilizer boxes. Then, all the outlets of the openers were covered with nylon mesh bags with sufficient air permeability. The program was modified to run the fertilizer shaft at speeds of 10, 20, 30, and 40 r/min. The fertilization system was stopped after running it for a certain period. The working time was recorded and the fertilizer in each bag was collected and weighed. In the bench tests, each speed was tested five times.

The fertilizer amount per lap of each distributor was calculated using the following formula:

$$q_i = \frac{60 \cdot m_{ik}}{n_{ik} \cdot t_i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where, $q_i$ is the fertilizer amount per lap of the $i$-th row in the $k$-th test, g/r; $m_{ik}$ is the fertilizer mass of the $i$-th row in the $k$-th test, g; $n_{ik}$ is the fertilizer shaft speed of the $k$-th test, r/min; and $t_i$ is the working time of the $k$-th test, s.

7.1.1 Coefficient of variation of fertilization consistency in different rows

According to the trade standard “NY/T 1003-2006 Technical specifications of quality evaluation for fertilizing machinery”, the coefficient of variation of fertilizer consistency in different rows was calculated using Equation (4). And the variation coefficient of fertilization consistency in different rows should be less than 13%.[29]

$$V = \frac{S}{q} \times 100$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where, $q$ is the average fertilizer amount per lap of each test in different rows ($i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, 6$), g/r; $q$ is the average value of the fertilizer amount per lap of each test in each fertilizer distributor, g/r; $S$ is the standard deviation of the fertilizer consistency in different rows, g/r; and $V$ is the coefficient of variation of the fertilizer consistency in different rows, %.

7.1.2 Coefficient variation of fertilization stability

Also, the standard defines that the variance coefficient of fertilization stability has equation similar to Equation (4); however, in its equation, $q_i$ is sum of fertilizer amount per lap of each test ($i =$
1.2, 3..., 5), g/r; $q$ is average of the sum of the fertilizer amount per lap of each test, g/r; $S$ is standard deviation of fertilization stability, g/r; and $V$ is variation coefficient of the fertilization stability, %. And the variation coefficient of fertilization stability should be less than 7.8% \[29\].

7.1.3 Test results

In the bench tests, the rotational speed of the fertilizer shaft was set at 10, 20, 30, and 40 r/min. The results of the fertilizer consistency in different rows are shown in Figure 14a. It shows that the maximum coefficient of variation of the fertilization consistency in different rows was 1.49% at the rotational speed of 20 r/min. The results of the fertilization stability are shown in Figure 14b. The maximum coefficient of variation of the fertilization stability was 2.86% at the rotational speed of 40 r/min. The average fertilizer amount per lap of each distributor was 27.28, 26.63, 26.26, and 24.82 g/r. The average fertilizer amount per lap of each distributor for the four speeds was 26.25 g/r. The coefficient of variation for the influence of rotational speed on the average fertilizer amount per lap was 3.97%. This indicates that the difference between each fertilizer distributor was small, the fertilization stability of the device was good, and the effect of rotational speed on fertilizer amount per lap was also small.

![Figure 14](image)

**Figure 14** Bench test results of fertilization system

7.2 Dynamic fertilization tests

To test the accuracy of the fertilizer distribution system when the transplanter was moving forward and the fertilizer amount per unit area was appointed, dynamic fertilization distribution tests were conducted on a hard road at Huazhong Agricultural University from March 25 to 26, 2019. The fertilizer used was similar to the ones used in the bench tests. During the test, a plastic film (20.25 m long and 2 m wide) was first laid on the road. And the height between openers and ground was set to 80 mm. Then the machine was driven through the plastic film to apply fertilizer on it. Then, the fertilizer scattered on the plastic film was collected and weighted to represent the actual amount of the fertilizer. The actual fertilizer amount was compared with the theoretical fertilizer amount to calculate the fertilizer distribution accuracy of the system.

The theoretical fertilizer amount collected from the plastic film was estimated as follows:

$$M = \frac{1000 \cdot Q}{667} \cdot S = 1.5QS$$ \[5\]

where, $M$ is the theoretical fertilizer amount on the plastic film, g; $S = 1.8L$ is the working area of the transplanter, m$^2$; $Q$ is the target fertilizer amount per unit area, kg/667 m$^2$.

The dynamic fertilization test is shown in Figure 15. During the test, the fertilizer amount per unit area $Q$ was set at 20, 30, and 40 kg/667 m$^2$. Each test was repeated four times. The results showed that the relative errors of the average fertilizer amount for the abovementioned fertilizer amounts per unit area were 1.81%, 0.15%, and 2.00%, respectively.

![Figure 15](image)

**Figure 15** Dynamic fertilization tests

7.3 Field tests

To test the performance of the fertilizer distribution system in practical working conditions, field tests were conducted in Siwumen Village, Wulin Town, Honghu City, Hubei Province from April 27 to 28, 2019. The total working area was 4659.2 m$^2$. The fertilizer used in the experiment was a compound fertilizer (N-P-K content of 26-10-15, bulk density of 0.816 g/cm$^3$, and moisture content of 3.07%). The fertilizer amount per lap was about 23 g/r, and the seedling used in the test was super hybrid rice Fengliangyouxiang 1. The openers were set to 50mm under the ground, according to the agronomic requirements of fertilization in rice planting. Field tests condition is shown in Figure 16.

![Figure 16](image)

**Figure 16** Field tests of the rice transplanting and fertilizing machine

After the tests, the theoretical fertilization amount $M_i$ for each area was calculated using Equation (5) and the total relative error of the fertilization amount was calculated using Equation (6). And as the standard required, the total relative error of fertilization amount should be less than 15% \[29\].

$$\gamma = \frac{W_i - W_{\text{th}} - \sum M_i}{1000} \times 100\%$$ \[6\]
where, \( \gamma \) is the total relative error of the fertilizer amount, \%; \( W_0 \) is the total fertilizer amount added during the test, kg; \( W_i \) is the fertilizer amount remaining in the fertilizer box after the test, kg; and \( M_i \) is the theoretical fertilization amount for each area, g.

The results of field tests are shown in Table 3. It shows that the total relative error between the theoretical and actual fertilization amount was 3.53%, which met the design standard.

### Table 3  Results of the field tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area number</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Working area ( \text{Sm}^2 )</td>
<td>604.8</td>
<td>4054.4</td>
<td>4659.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target fertilizer amount per unit area ( Q ) /kg per ( 667 \text{m}^2 )</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical fertilizer amount ( M_i/\text{kg} )</td>
<td>18.13</td>
<td>182.36</td>
<td>200.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual fertilizer amount ( W_i/\text{kg} )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>207.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative error ( \gamma, % )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 8 Conclusions

(1) A six-row centralized pneumatic rice deep precision fertilization device for transplanter was designed, which consisted of a spiral fertilizer distribution system, pneumatic fertilizer transporting system, furrow opener system, and fertilization control system. The centralized airflow distribution method was adopted to ensure uniform and consistent airflow in each fertilizer pipe. Photoelectric sensors were used to measure the rotational speed of PTO and fertilizer shaft. Two speeds were matched proportionately in real-time using PID closed-loop control algorithms to achieve precise fertilization rate at each working speed of the rice transplanter. To reduce measurement errors caused by mechanical vibration, a sleeping vibration elimination program was added to the fertilizer shaft speed detection subprogram to ensure precise control of the fertilization amount.

(2) In the bench tests, the rotational speed of the fertilizer shaft was set at 10, 20, 30, and 40 r/min. The results show that the maximum coefficient of variation of the fertilizer consistency in different rows was 1.49% at the rotational speed of 20 r/min, the maximum coefficient of variation of the fertilization stability was 2.86% at the rotational speed of 40 r/min, and the average fertilizer amount per lap of each distributor was 26.25 g/r. The results of the dynamic fertilization tests show that the maximum relative error of the fertilizer distribution amount was 2.00% when the target fertilizer rate was set at 20, 30, and 40 kg/\( 667 \text{m}^2 \) even if the transplanter had an unsteady forward speed.

(3) Field experiments were conducted. The results show that the total relative error between theoretical and actual fertilization amounts was 3.53%, which met the design standard.
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